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3D total magnetization inversion applicable when
ignificant, complicated remanence is present
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ABSTRACT

Inversion of magnetic data is complicated by the presence
of remanent magnetization. To deal with this problem, we in-
vert magnetic data for a three-component subsurface magne-
tization vector, as opposed to magnetic susceptibility �a sca-
lar�. The magnetization vector can be cast in a Cartesian or
spherical framework. In the Cartesian formulation, the total
magnetization is split into one component parallel and two
components perpendicular to the earth’s field. In the spheri-
cal formulation, we invert for magnetization amplitude and
the dip and azimuth of the magnetization direction. Our in-
version schemes contain flexibility to obtain different types
of magnetization models and allow for inclusion of geologic
information regarding remanence.Allowing a vector magne-
tization increases the nonuniqueness of the magnetic inverse
problem greatly, but additional information �e.g., knowledge
of physical properties or geology� incorporated as constraints
can improve the results dramatically. Commonly available
information results in complicated nonlinear constraints in
the Cartesian formulation. However, moving to a spherical
formulation results in simple bound constraints at the ex-
pense of a now nonlinear objective function. We test our
methods using synthetic and real data from scenarios involv-
ing complicated remanence �i.e., many magnetized bodies
with many magnetization directions�.All tests provide favor-
able results and our methods compare well against those of
other authors.

INTRODUCTION

he problem of remanence in magnetic interpretation

The total magnetization vector J�tot within an isotropic body can be
odeled as the vector sum
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J�tot � �H� 0 � J�rem, �1�

Bossavit, 1998� where � is magnetic susceptibility and H� 0 is the
arth’s magnetic field. The first term in equation 1 is the induced
omponent of the magnetization,

J�ind � �H� 0, �2�

nd J�rem is the remanent component. Remanent magnetization �or re-
anence� is a permanent magnetization obtained in the past that of-

en can be oriented in a direction different from the earth’s field to-
ay. Hence, the induced and remanent components can be oriented
n different directions.

Typical magnetic inversion routines such as that of Li and Olden-
urg �1996� assume no remanent component exists. Hence, the mag-
etization is assumed to lie in the direction of the earth’s field and er-
oneous results can be obtained if this assumption is made incorrect-
y. To demonstrate this, consider the following 3D synthetic exam-
le. Figure 1 depicts the model mesh with an overlayed schematic
howing the magnetization of the central body: the earth’s field has
trength 40000 nT, is vertical and downward �an inclination of 90°�,
nd the remanent magnetization is horizontal toward the east �right
n this diagram, a declination of 90°�. The Königsberger ratio

Q �
�J�rem�

�J�ind�
�

�J�rem�

� �H� 0�
�3�

or the body is set to unity �Q�1� so that magnitudes of the induced
nd remanent magnetization components are equal; the resulting to-
al magnetization is oriented with a 45° dip.

Figure 2 compares different contributions to the TMI �total mag-
etic intensity� response �TMI measurements are B��0H�. To in-
ert this data, we use the methods of Li and Oldenburg �1996, 2003�.
igure 3a shows the susceptibility model recovered from inversion
f the data in Figure 2c assuming no remanence exists �i.e., assuming
he total magnetization is in the direction of the earth’s inducing
eld�. The inversion had trouble converging �i.e., fitting the data�
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L22 Lelièvre and Oldenburg
nd the recovered model bears little resemblance to the true model,
ith significant susceptible material placed toward the mesh bound-

ries.

revious approaches to dealing with remanence

Several authors have approached the problem of remanence by as-
uming simple causative bodies with uniform total magnetization
irections. Li et al. �2004� provide an excellent summary of methods
hat can be used to estimate the total magnetization direction for such
cenarios through analysis of the anomalies in magnetic data. The
agnetization direction derived through these methods could be

sed in a subsequent inversion for an effective susceptibility � eff,
qual to the magnetization amplitude divided by the earth’s field
trength:

� eff �
�J�tot�

�H� 0�
�

��H� 0 � J�rem�

�H� 0�
. �4�

ethods include that of Phillips �2005�, which makes use of Hel-
ig’s moment method �Helbig, 1963�; the multiscale edge method of
aney and Li �2002�, which makes use of a continuous wavelet

ransform; and the crosscorrelation method of Dannemiller and Li
2006�, which uses the reduction-to-pole process. Those methods
ely on an adequate separation between the anomalies from different
odies and assume that for each body a constant net magnetization
irection is sufficient to describe the whole body. Generally, this
implistic scenario is not applicable to the mineral exploration appli-
ations of interest in this paper, where the subsurface magnetization

igure 1. A vertical cross section at northing�0 m through the true
D synthetic model. The mesh cell spacing is identical in the easting
nd northing directions. A small magnetic body with � �0.1 �plot-
ed in gray here� resides in the center of the mesh within a nonmag-
etic background. The induced component of the magnetization is
abeled Jind, the remanent component Jrem, and the total magnetiza-
ion Jtot.

a) b)

c)

igure 2. Map views of the �a� induced and �b� remanent components
f the TMI response, and �c� total combined TMI response 10 m
bove the mesh in Figure 1.
Downloaded 01 Feb 2012 to 137.82.25.106. Redistribution subject to S
an be complicated �e.g., varying remanence directions and ampli-
udes�. Approaches discussed below are applicable to such compli-
ated mineral exploration scenarios.

Another approach is to address properties of the measured mag-
etic field that are independent, or at least minimally dependent, on
he direction of total magnetization. This removes the need to speci-
y the direction of total magnetization exactly. Shearer and Li �2004�
evelop an algorithm that directly inverts a data quantity having a
inimal dependence on the direction of the magnetization: they

onsider total gradient data �the amplitude of the anomalous mag-
etic field gradient�. For 2D magnetics problems, this data quantity
s independent of the magnetization direction, but it is weakly de-
endent in three dimensions. The algorithm of Shearer and Li �2004�
ncorporates fully the nonlinear relationship between the data and
he subsurface magnetization. They invert for the magnitude of the

agnetization on a 3D mesh without knowing the direction of mag-
etization. The advantage of their approach is that it is applicable to
ituations with complicated magnetic bodies and multiple rema-
ence directions. Their forward computation requires prescription

a)

b)

c)

d)

igure 3. Vertical cross sections at northing�0 m through 3D mod-
ls recovered from inversion of the data in Figure 2c: �a� susceptibil-
ty inversion with positivity imposed and assuming no remanence
xists; �b� TMVC inversion with � �1 and no bounding applied; �c�
MVS inversion with � �90° in the initial half-space model; �d�
MVS inversion with � ��45° in the initial half-space model. The
olor scale used in �a� is SI susceptibility �unitless�; in all others, it is
agnetization amplitude in units of effective susceptibility �i.e.,

ormalized by the earth’s field strength�. Total magnetization vec-
ors are indicated by black and white lines with white at the head.
ectors with zero amplitude are not displayed. The black or white
quares indicate the position of the block in the true model.
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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A3D total magnetization inversion L23
f some constant magnetization direction across the volume; in gen-
ral, the prescribed direction will not correspond to the true direc-
ion. This can introduce some error into their inverse solutions and
nacceptable artifacts �that would produce erroneous interpreta-
ions� can be recovered. Furthermore, if the total gradient data are
ot measured directly but is created instead from total field data
hrough linear transforms, then further significant error can be intro-
uced.

Whereas Shearer and Li �2004� invert for magnetization ampli-
ude, our intention here is to calculate the magnetization amplitude
nd direction of the source distribution explicitly. The method of
hearer and Li �2004� deals with data that have a low sensitivity to
ne of the important quantities driving the magnetics problem: the
agnetization direction. To recover the magnetization direction, it
ould be more appropriate to use data that are as sensitive to �i.e.,

ontain enough information about� the magnetization as possible.
oss �2006� and Schmidt and Clark �2006� discuss how, compared to

otal magnetic intensity �TMI� data, three-component and gradient
ensor magnetic data potentially can provide increased sensitivity to
ource magnetization direction. We go no further into those types of
ata here but mention that use of such data with our inversion meth-
ds that follow would be a fairly straightforward task.

INVERSION FOR MAGNETIZATION

To deal with the magnetic remanence problem, we invert magnet-
c data for a three-component subsurface magnetization vector, as
pposed to magnetic susceptibility �a scalar�. We consider two ap-
roaches: a Cartesian and a spherical framework, discussed below.
or abbreviation purposes, we will refer to these methods as TMV
total magnetization vector� inversions, with TMVC denoting the
artesian formulation and TMVS denoting the spherical formula-

ion.
Wang et al. �2004� develop what they call a magnetization vector

omography imaging method. They recover a three-component Car-
esian magnetization model but their approach is more applicable to
etermining the total magnetization direction of separated, homoge-
eous bodies. As previously stated, we are interested in more com-
licated scenarios. Parker et al. �1987� attempt to construct a three-
omponent magnetization model that is the closest to a uniform solu-
ion �i.e., uniform magnetization direction�. They use seminorm

inimization and allow for an upper bound on the magnetization
mplitude. We are interested in methods with more widespread ap-
licability �i.e., allowing for more complicated causative magneti-
ation�.

iscretization of the TMV formulations

To invert for magnetization, we follow the methodology of Li and
ldenburg �1996� for inversion for isotropic susceptibility. In the

usceptibility inversion, the model region is split into an orthogonal
D mesh of M rectangular prismatic cells, each with constant sus-
eptibility. If one assumes no remanence, the magnetization in the

jth cell is in the direction of the earth’s field and is

J� j � � jH� 0. �5�

he N data predicted by the model �i.e., the response of the model�,
pred� �d , . . . , d �T, are calculated as
1 N

Downloaded 01 Feb 2012 to 137.82.25.106. Redistribution subject to S
dpred � G�, �6�

here �� �� 1 , . . . , � M�T is the model vector containing the sus-
eptibilities in each cell and G is the N-by-M full sensitivity matrix.

he Cartesian formulation

In the TMVC formulation, the magnetization is split into one
omponent parallel to the earth’s field, and two components perpen-
icular to the earth’s field. We define three orthogonal directions p̂, ŝ,
nd t̂ with p̂ in the direction of the earth’s field; ŝ and t̂ can be chosen
n any convenient manner. The earth model vector m contains the
hree components of magnetization in each cell:

m � �p , s , t�T, �7�

here p� �p1 , . . . , pM�T �similarly for s and t�, and m has length
M. We deal with units of effective susceptibility instead of magne-

ization strength by dividing the three magnetization components by
he amplitude of the earth’s field, H0. Then the magnetization in the
jth cell is then written

J� j � H0�pjp̂ � sjŝ � tjt̂� , �8�

nd the predicted data are calculated as

dpred � Gpp � Gss � Gtt . �9�

he sensitivity matrices in equation 9 are related to that in equation
. We simplify equation 9 as

dpred � Gpstm , �10�

y defining

Gpst � �Gp , Gs , Gt� . �11�

he spherical formulation

In the TMVS formulation, the magnetization is represented by an
mplitude, denoted a, a dip angle � �positive down�, and an azimuth-
l angle � �positive east of north�. Now the model vector contains
he amplitude and two angles in each cell:

m � �a , � , ��T. �12�

gain, we deal with the amplitude as an effective susceptibility
magnetization amplitude divided by earth’s field strength H0�. We
efine Cartesian axes with �x northing, �y easting, and �z down
nd let

u� � J�x,

v� � J�y ,

w� � J�z. �13�

artesian magnetization components in the jth cell are determined
hrough the following trigonometric expressions:

uj � aj cos�� j�cos�� j� ,

v j � aj cos�� j�sin�� j� ,

wj � aj sin�� j� . �14�

redicted data are calculated as
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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L24 Lelièvre and Oldenburg
dpred � Guu � Gvv � Gww . �15�

gain, the sensitivity matrices in equation 15 are related to that of
quation 6 and we simplify equation 15 as

dpred � Guvwk �16�

y defining

k � �u , v , w�T �17�

nd

Guvw � �Gu , Gv , Gw� . �18�

n underdetermined optimization approach

Following Li and Oldenburg �1996�, we formulate the inversion
s an underdetermined problem with Tikhonov regularization. The
bjective function to be minimized is

� �
1

2
� d �

�

2
� m, �19�

here � d is the data misfit and � m is a parameterized model objec-
ive function that provides flexibility to generate models with differ-
nt characteristics. The regularization parameter � allows us to con-
rol the data fit.

The data misfit is

� d � �Wd�dpred � dobs��2, �20�

here dobs is the observed data and the weighting matrix Wd contains
easurement uncertainties as in Li and Oldenburg �1996�. If the sta-

istics of the noise on the data is Gaussian then the data misfit in
quation 20 is a chi-squared variable with expected value equal to
he number of data. Therefore in our synthetic inversions, we search
or a value of � such that the misfit equals the number of data.

he Cartesian formulation

To simplify the mathematics, we absorb Wd into the observed data
nd sensitivity matrices in equation 9 such that

� d � �G̃pstm � d̃obs�2. �21�

ur model objective function is

� m � �Wp�p � pref��2 � � �Ws�s � sref��2

� � �Wt�t � tref��2. �22�

he regularization functionals Wp, Ws, and Wt in equation 22 are
quivalent to Wm in Li and Oldenburg �1996�. They include the de-
ire for model smoothness and the depth weighting required for the
agnetics problem. Each term in equation 22 contains three smooth-

ess terms, each of which involves a finite-difference operator for a
ifferent Cartesian direction. Reference models pref, sref, and tref can
e included if desired. Factor � � �0 , �� controls the amount of
agnetization that is tolerated in a direction away from the earth’s
eld: high values of � will result in magnetization parallel to the
arth’s field and low values of � will result in magnetization perpen-
icular to the earth’s field.
Downloaded 01 Feb 2012 to 137.82.25.106. Redistribution subject to S
To solve the inverse problem, we set the gradient of the objective
unction to zero and obtain an equation of the form Am�b to solve
or the magnetization model m:

A � G̃pst
T G̃pst � ��Wp

TWp 0 0

0 � Ws
TWs 0

0 0 � Wt
TWt

�
�23�

nd

b � G̃pst
T d̃obs � �� Wp

TWppref

� Ws
TWssref

� Wt
TWttref

� . �24�

he spherical formulation

Again, we absorb Wd into the observed data and sensitivity matri-
es in equation 15 such that

� d � �G̃uvwk � d̃obs�2. �25�

ur model objective function is

� m � �Wa�a � aref��2 � � �W��� � �ref��2

� � �W��� � �ref��2. �26�

gain, the regularization functionals in equation 26 are equivalent to
m in Li and Oldenburg �1996�, with each term in equation 26 con-

aining three smoothness terms, each of which involving a finite dif-
erence operator for a different Cartesian direction. We keep the pa-
ameter � in the TMVS formulation to allow us to deal with scaling
ssues; the amplitude values will generally lie across a different
ange than the angles and we can balance the terms in equation 26 by
ltering � .

The forward modeling procedure in equation 25 is now a nonlin-
ar operation because of the trigonometric conversion required in
quation 14. We use an iterative Gauss-Newton approach to solve
he resulting nonlinear inverse problem: we solve an equation of the
orm

H�m � �g , �27�

ith g the gradient �first model derivative of the objective function
�, H the Hessian �second model derivative�, and 	 m a model per-

urbation.After solving for 	 m, a line search is performed for an ap-
ropriate step length 
 �the expected value is close to one� and the
odel is updated as

m�k�1� � m�k� � �	 m , �28�

here m�k� is the current iterate and m�k�1� the updated model. The
radient gm and Hessian Hm of the model objective function � m are

gm � �Wa
TWa�a � aref�

� W�
TW��� � �ref�

� W�
T W��� � �ref�

� �29�
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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A3D total magnetization inversion L25
nd

Hm � �Wa
TWa 0 0

0 � W�
TW� 0

0 0 � W�
T W�

� . �30�

For the data misfit term � d, we use the chain and product rules for
atrix-vector equations. The chain rule gives

d� d

dm
�

�� d

�k

dk

dm
�31�

nd gradient gd of the misfit term is then

gd � STG̃uvw
T 	 d , �32�

here

S �
dk

dm
� �Sua Su� Su�

Sva Sv� Sv�

Swa Sw� Sw�

� �33�

nd

Sua � Sua
T � diag�sua� �

du

da
, �34�

ith similar definitions to equation 34 for any missing quantities.
he diag function takes a length n vector and places it along the main
iagonal of an n � n matrix. Let f be some m � m matrix �or vector�
nd g be p � q, both being functions of some quantity x. The product
ule for matrix-vector equations is then

df�x�g�x�
dx

� �gT
� Im�

df

dx
� �Iq � f�

dg

dx
�35�

here � is the Kronecker product and Im is an m � m identity ma-
rix. The Hessian Hd of the misfit term is then

Hd �
d

dm
�STG̃uvw

T 	 d�

� ��	 dTG̃uvw� � IM�
dST

dm
� STG̃uvw

T d	 d

dm
, �36�

hich, after some nontrivial algebra, works out to

Hd � TuDu � TvDv � TwDw � STG̃uvw
T G̃uvwS , �37�

here

Tu � �Tu,aa Tu,a� Tu,a�

Tu,� a Tu,� � Tu,� �

Tu,�a Tu,�� Tu,��

� , �38�

Tu,a� � diag�tu,a�� �
dsua

d�
, �39�

Du � diag��G̃u
T	 d , G̃u

T	 d , G̃u
T	 d�T� , �40�
Downloaded 01 Feb 2012 to 137.82.25.106. Redistribution subject to S
nd

	 d � G̃uvwk � d̃obs, �41�

ith similar definitions for any missing quantities. We do not include
he derivation of the expressions in equations 32 and 37 because they
re quite involved. The individual elements of the S and T quantities
re simply first and second derivatives of the expressions in equation
4 with respect to a, � , and �. Note that we are performing full New-
on steps here. A Gauss-Newton approach would neglect the three

	D	 terms in equation 37, but investigation has shown that those
erms give an important contribution to the Hessian and cannot be
eglected.

nversion functionality and important practical
onsiderations

The susceptibility inversion of Li and Oldenburg �1996, 2003�
ontains a high degree of nonuniqueness. To deal with this, Li and
ldenburg �2003� add depth weighting and allow for further geolog-

c information to be incorporated through weighting functions and
hysical property bounds, the latter enabling a positivity constraint
n the susceptibility to maintain physical reality. In our magnetiza-
ion inversions, there are now three times as many model parameters
nd it is likely that additional information is required to obtain ac-
eptable solutions. Therefore, we provide the same weighting and
ounding functionality.

In the TMVC �Cartesian� formulation, we can define a lower
ound pL that determines the value above which the p component of
he magnetization must lie. If one is sure that no remanence exists,
hen � can be set to some high value and pL set to zero such that all
he recovered magnetizations must be in the direction of �i.e., paral-
el to� the earth’s field. In the limit � → �, such an inversion is iden-
ical to a susceptibility inversion assuming no remanence. If some
emanence is expected, one can allow increasing amounts by de-
reasing � toward zero and pL below zero. With no a priori informa-
ion about remanence, � should be set to unity and the p component
ot bounded.

An appropriate value for � in the TMVS �spherical� formulation
s difficult to estimate for any particular application. Hence, we sug-
est running several inversions with different values of � . When � is
elow a certain threshold, the smoothness regularization on the an-
le terms is essentially removed and the results exhibit very scat-
ered magnetization directions. Above a certain threshold, the
moothness regularization on the angle terms becomes the primary
ocus and all magnetizations are in the same direction.

In the TMVS �spherical� formulation, depth weighting is applied
nly to the amplitude term in the model objective function. Care
ust be taken to only include smallness regularization on the angles
hen reference models are provided. The TMVS objective function

s nonlinear, resulting from the trigonometric identities required in
he forward modeling. Hence, there is a chance that the objective
unction in the spherical formulation will suffer from negative cur-
atures and multiple minima. Therefore, our inversion algorithm
ontains checks for negative curvature, ensuring that all step direc-
ions 	 m are descent directions. If 	 m is not a descent direction, we

ultiply 	 m by �1 and perform a more careful line search in equa-
ion 28 �because now the expected value of 
 �1 is no longer appro-
riate�. The following section demonstrates the existence of multi-
le minima in a simple example. Methods for ameliorating this prob-
em also are mentioned below.
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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L26 Lelièvre and Oldenburg
simple synthetic test

In mineral exploration applications, remanence can be significant
nd subsurface magnetization complicated; there might be different
arth regions containing quite different remanence. In this section
nd sections that follow, we investigate some illustrative synthetic
roblems to improve understanding of our TMV inversion methods
rior to applying them to real data. Here, the data in Figure 2c are in-
erted after adding a small amount of random noise �taken from nor-
al distributions with zero mean and standard deviations equal to

% of the absolute data values plus 1 nT�.

esults for the Cartesian formulation

Without any prior assumptions on the direction of remanence, it is
ost appropriate to set � �1 and not enforce bounds on the magne-

ization �here, resulting in the model in Figure 3b�. From a target-
icking perspective, there is a dramatic improvement compared to
he susceptibility inversion results �compare to Figure 3a�.

Performing a TMVC inversion with no positivity on the p compo-
ent is similar to performing a susceptibility inversion with no posi-
ivity �identical in the limit � → ��. Our TMVC results mirror the
ell-known effect often seen in susceptibility inversions: magnetic
aterial is pushed deeper when no positivity is enforced. Hence, we

uggest reducing the power of the depth weighting when performing
MVC inversions.

esults for the spherical formulation

Results for the spherical formulation inversion are shown in Fig-
re 3c and d. For the inversion in Figure 3c, the initial model was a
alf-space with a�0.001, � �90°, and � �90°; i.e., the initial
odel specified a magnetization orientation in the direction of the

arth’s field �which is not the true direction of the magnetization�,
nd no reference models were used. We set � �1 so that the terms �
nd � dominated the model objective function, resulting in a con-
tant magnetization direction. The recovered model in Figure 3c
hows further improvement on the Cartesian formulation results.

For the inversion in Figure 3d, the initial half-space model was al-
ered to have � ��45°. The inversion had trouble converging �the

odel does not fit the data to the desired degree� and the result indi-
ates the existence of multiple minima in the TMVS formulation.
or this synthetic example, the results recovered with the TMVS for-
ulation essentially were identical to that in Figure 3c for any initial

rientations within 90° of the true magnetization.

REDUCING THE NONUNIQUENESS
IN TMV INVERSIONS

Inverting for a vector magnetization model rather than scalar sus-
eptibility increases the nonuniqueness of the problem greatly, but
nclusion of a priori information can improve the results. Morris et
l. �2007� provide a discussion of what types of remanence informa-
ion realistically could be available for constraining a magnetic in-
ersion. Below we discuss how that information could be incorpo-
ated into our TMV inversions.

otal magnetization known exactly

Obtaining thorough and reliable measurements of the remanence
irection on oriented samples is not a common practice because of
Downloaded 01 Feb 2012 to 137.82.25.106. Redistribution subject to S
xpense and difficulty. Morris et al. �2007� discuss methods for over-
oming the difficulties involved. If oriented rock samples are avail-
ble, then � �susceptibility�, Q �Königsberger ratio�, and the rema-
ence direction can be measured. These can be combined with
nowledge of the earth’s field to determine both the amplitude and
irection of the total magnetization at the sample locations. This in-
ormation can be incorporated easily into either of our TMV inver-
ions through the reference models and associated weights or
hrough bounds on the model parameters.

easurements of � and Q

Obtaining measurements of � and Q from rock samples is a fairly
ommon practice. Assume that sampled measurements of � and Q
re available but the direction of remanence is not. To incorporate
his information into the TMVC �Cartesian� magnetization inver-
ion, we start by writing the magnitudes of the induced, remanent,
nd total magnetization as

�J�ind� � � �H� 0� � �H0,

�J�rem� � Q�J�ind� � Q�H0, �42�

nd

�J�tot� � �J�ind � J�rem� .

he maximum magnitude of the total magnetization occurs when
he remanent and induced components are parallel, and the mini-

um occurs when those components are antiparallel �opposing�.
his reasoning provides the following inequality statements:

�1 � Q��H0 � �J�tot� � �1 � Q��H0. �43�

n the TMVC formulation, the total magnetization is

J�tot � H0�p� � s� � t�� . �44�

ence, a constraint of the form

�1 � Q�2� 2 � p2 � s2 � t2 � �1 � Q�2� 2 �45�

an be included in the inverse problem. This is a fairly complicated
onlinear constraint and the minimization might be adversely affect-
d. Much simpler bound constraints that follow similar reasoning
re

�1 � Q�� � p � �1 � Q�� ,

�Q� � s � Q�

nd

�Q� � t � Q� , �46�

ut these constraints provide more flexibility �are less constraining�
han those in equation 45.

In contrast to the nonlinear constraints in equation 45, incorporat-
ng � and Q information into the TMVS �spherical� magnetization
nversion yields bounds on the magnetization amplitude:

�1 � Q�� � a � �1 � Q�� . �47�

he method of Parker et al. �1987� also allows for an upper bound on
he magnetization amplitude.
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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A3D total magnetization inversion L27
nown or assumed remanence direction

For most exploration boreholes, the core samples are only orient-
d well enough to determine the magnetic inclination � , but not the
eclination �. Morris et al. �2007� mention methods for approximat-
ng the declination using available geologic knowledge.

For the TMVC �Cartesian� formulation, if the direction of rema-
ence can be assigned exactly, then a linear equality constraint of the
orm

s � At � b � 0 �48�

an be created, which results from the requirement that

sjŝ � tjt̂ � J�rem,� �49�

or all j�1 . . . M where J�rem,� is the component of the remanence
erpendicular to the earth’s field. When the remanence direction can
e only approximated, this information would result in inequality
onstraints related to the equality constraint in equation 48.

Sampled measurements of � and/or � can be incorporated into the
MVS �spherical� formulation through trivial use of the angle refer-
nce models or bounds. The direction of total magnetization lies
omewhere between the remanence direction and the earth’s field,
eading to bounds on � and � in the TMVS formulation.

omparison of constraints in the Cartesian and
pherical formulations

It is clear from the above discussion that available geologic infor-
ation can be incorporated into the spherical formulation much
ore easily than the Cartesian formulation. Assume that some com-

ination of the true susceptibility, Königsberger ratio, remanence di-
ection, and total magnetization direction are known in the cells con-
aining the true anomalous block in Figure 1. Calculating equations
5 and 46 for those cells shows that the recovered model in Figure 3b
lready satisfies those constraint equations. Hence, it is apparent that
hose constraints might not provide much utility in the TMV inver-
ions and the full magnetization direction could be required.

A COMPLICATED SYNTHETIC SCENARIO

Now we move on to a more complicated 3D synthetic scenario
hat could not be approached with methods that assume a uniform

agnetization direction. The mesh and model are shown in Figure 4.
he earth’s field is oriented toward the north, inclined 30° above the
orizontal, as indicated in Figure 4b. The remanent magnetization is
ifferent for each of the two vertical tabular bodies, as indicated in
igure 4c: the body to the west has a horizontal remanence directed
0°W of north; the body to the east has a horizontal remanence di-
ected 30°E of north. The susceptibility of the bodies is 0.1 SI �with-
n a zero background� and the Königsberger ratio is set to 3.0 for both
odies. This results in an effective susceptibility � eff of 0.38 for each
ody.

Figure 5a shows the result of inverting the data in Figure 6c using
he method of Shearer and Li �2004�. Figure 6 compares the different
ontributions to the TMI magnetic response of the true model in Fig-
re 4. The method of Shearer and Li �2004� recovers an acceptable
entral body but there is significant magnetic material placed toward
he mesh boundaries. We do not show the result of inverting the data
n Figure 6c for susceptibility assuming no remanence exists, but as
Downloaded 01 Feb 2012 to 137.82.25.106. Redistribution subject to S
xpected, that inversion was slow to converge �it could not fit the
ata to the desired degree� and the recovered model showed little re-
emblance to the true model.

As previously mentioned, we suggest reducing the power of the
epth weighting when performing TMVC inversions. Figures 5b
nd 7a show the result of a TMVC inversion with � �1 and the
epth weighting power reduced from 3.0 to 2.0. The TMVC result is
omparable in shape to that using the method of Shearer and Li
2004�. The TMVC inversion recovered lower values because over-
ll it placed the magnetic material a few cells closer to the surface �a
esult of the altered depth weighting�. Note that some padding cells
ave been removed in the figures in this section that show cross-sec-
ion plots.

Now we perform a TMVS inversion using knowledge gained
rom the TMVC result to constrain the TMVS inversion so that it
oes not approach inappropriate local minima. First, the TMVC re-
ult allows us to reduce the size of the active mesh region �i.e., re-
oving padding cells� to reduce the nonuniqueness of the problem.

a)

b)

c)

igure 4. Views of the synthetic two body model: �a� shows a 3D per-
pective view, �b� shows a vertical cross section at easting�30 m,
nd �c� shows a horizontal cross section at depth�30 m. Mesh cell
pacing is identical in the easting and northing directions. The in-
uced component of the magnetization is indicated in �b� and the
emanent component in �c�.
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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L28 Lelièvre and Oldenburg
econd, the TMVC result indicates a split in the azimuth of the mag-
etizations: the highest magnetizations to the west have negative az-
muths, and those to the east have positive azimuths. This allows us
o place bounds on � in the TMVS inversion, with � � ��90 , 0� in
he west and � � �0 , 90� in the east. This new TMVS inversion con-
erged well. The result, seen in Figures 5c and 7b, shows drastic im-
rovement over the TMVC result, now better indicating the pres-
nce of two vertical tabular bodies.

A REAL DATA EXAMPLE WITH MULTIPLE
BODIES AND COMPLICATED REMANENCE

Here we invert real survey data over a region containing multiple
odies with complicated remanence. The data, shown in Figure 8,
ave been base-station corrected only. Therefore, we design the in-
ersion mesh to have padding cells extending beyond the data region
o allow for any regional component that might exist in the data.
owever, the magnetization inversions place little to no magnetic
aterial in the padding cells, so we do not show those cells in the re-

ults. The region to the south contains several thin remanently mag-
etized units near the surface that have been tilted and faulted and,

a)

b)

c)

igure 5. 3D perspective views of models recovered from inversion
f the data in Figure 6c. Plot �a� shows a � eff�0.10-SI isosurface of
he model from a magnetization amplitude inversion �i.e., the meth-
d of Shearer and Li �2004��. Plot �b� shows a � eff�0.032-SI isosur-
ace of the model from a TMVC inversion with � �1.0 and a depth-
eighting power of 2. Plot �c� shows a � eff�0.11-SI isosurface of

he model from a TMVS inversion with � �1.0 � 10�3 and bounds
pplied.
Downloaded 01 Feb 2012 to 137.82.25.106. Redistribution subject to S
onsequently, have remanent magnetizations oriented in many di-
ections. This is evident in Figure 8 from the scattered small-scale
nomalies near the south. A deeper intrusive body lies further to the
orth of the remanently magnetized surface units, represented by a
onger-scale feature in the data.

We assign uncertainties to the data that are composed of 2% of the
bsolute data values plus a floor of 50 nT �which equals approxi-
ately 2% of the total data range�. Unless otherwise mentioned, all

nversions yield a chi-squared misfit value equal to the number of

b)a)

c)

igure 6. Map views of the �a� induced and �b� remanent components
f the TMI response, and �c� total combined TMI response 10 m
bove the mesh in Figure 4.

a)

b)

igure 7. Plots �a� and �b� show horizontal cross sections at depth
30 m through the models in Figures 5b and c, respectively. Total

agnetization vectors are indicated by black and white lines with
hite at the head. Vectors with zero amplitude are not displayed. The
hite rectangles indicate the position of the blocks in the true model.
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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A3D total magnetization inversion L29
ata �� 7509�. We found that the magnetization inversions were
ble to fit the data easily and lead to results with a reasonable level of
ata fit and a reasonable amount of structure. This indicates that the
ssigned uncertainties were appropriate. However, inversions for
usceptibility have trouble fitting the data and the recovered models
ave geologically unrealistic features and unrealistically high sus-
eptibility values. Then the conclusion is that there is significant
omplicated remanence �high amplitude and many directions� in the
ubsurface that is affecting the susceptibility inversion results. In-

igure 8. A map of the real TMI survey data. The data ranges from
26 nT to 1062 nT but we have altered the color scale here to better
epresent larger-scale data features.

a)

b)

igure 9. 3D perspective views from the southeast of the model re-
overed from a TMVC inversion of real survey data with � �1.0.
lot �a� shows � eff�� 0.009-SI and � eff� �0.005-SI isosurfaces
f the p component. Plot �b� shows a � eff�0.006-SI isosurface of
he st component model �� 
s2� t2�.
Downloaded 01 Feb 2012 to 137.82.25.106. Redistribution subject to S
erting for susceptibility, and thereby assuming all magnetization in
he region is parallel to the earth’s field, is not appropriate in this
ase. We must move to a magnetization inversion.

For magnetization inversion, we use the Cartesian formulation
TMVC�. We set � �1.0 to allow magnetization in any direction,
nd we weight the smallness term to balance the values of the
moothness and smallness terms for the recovered models. Figure 9
llustrates the result: Figure 9a shows the p component recovered
nd Figure 9b shows the amplitude of the remaining magnetization,
hich we denote the st component �� 
s2� t2�. These results clear-

y indicate significant remanence near the surface toward the south
where the st component is high� and a large susceptible body with
ittle to no remanence at depth toward the north �where the st compo-
ent is low and the p component is high�. This is consistent with
nowledge of the geology.

CONCLUSIONS

Inverting magnetic data for all three vector components of the
ubsurface magnetization is one possible route to interpreting mag-
etic data complicated by remanence. We have developed two three-
omponent magnetization inversion routines �in Cartesian and
pherical frameworks� appropriate for use on data that contain the
esponse of material exhibiting complicated magnetization �i.e.,
agnetization amplitude and direction varying throughout the re-

ion�. The problem of remanence in magnetic inversions now can be
ealt with through use of these two routines within an appropriate
orkflow, as indicated throughout this paper and discussed below.
Allowing a vector magnetization greatly increases the nonunique-

ess of the magnetic inverse problem. We stress that the recovery of
otal magnetization is possible but it relies on incorporation of reli-
ble geologic information regarding remanence. Specifically, point
easurements of the magnetization magnitude and direction ob-

ained from oriented drill core samples might be required to obtain
cceptable magnetization models for more complicated scenarios.
herefore, we have designed our methods to allow incorporation of

he types of information commonly collected.
The TMVC �Cartesian formulation� inversions tend to do a good

ob in the absence of additional information. In contrast, the TMVS
spherical formulation� inversions can perform poorly without an
ppropriate amount of constraints placed in them, but with those
onstraints TMVS inversions can outperform TMVC inversions. In-
ormation regarding remanence is more easily incorporated into the
MVS formulation. For these reasons, we suggest initial use of the
MVC formulation, followed by constrained TMVS inversions.
ith either routine, additional information incorporated as con-

traints can improve the results dramatically. However, because of
he presence of multiple minima in the TMVS formulation, it is vital
o set bounds based on the TMVC result so that the TMVS inversion
oes not approach inappropriate local minima.

In addition, it is important to note that our inversions recover the
otal magnetization, equal to the induced magnetization plus any ex-
sting remanence. The s and t components of the total magnetization
re perpendicular to the inducing earth’s field and are, therefore, as-
ociated only with the remanence. However, it is not possible to dis-
ntangle the induced magnetization and the component of the rema-
ence in the same direction, both of which are combined in the p
omponent of the total magnetization. The process of viscous rema-
ent magnetization can cause a remanent component in the direction
f the earth’s field. Hence, the remanence is often aligned with the
EG license or copyright; see Terms of Use at http://segdl.org/
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urrent earth’s field, in which case inversion methods assuming no
emanence will behave well but return higher susceptibility values.
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